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To a large extent historical reconstructions of the Mesopotamian past are 
mainly based on the lists of year names of the kings, or on the lists of limmu or 
eponyms, that is to say, the great officers of the king’s court. While the system of 
eponyms was continued in Assyria, in Babylonia the system of year names was in­
troduced from the end of the reign of Sargon of Akkad and was continued for cen­
turies, only to be replaced by the Seleucid era in 312 B.C.
Year Names
Each king named a particular year of his reign after an important event which 
had taken place in the course of the preceding year. Because of this the year name 
“year x became king” is in fact the second year of the king’s reign or else his first 
complete regnal year. If no important even had taken place in the preceding year 
(such as a victorious campaign, construction of temples or gifts of cult objects), the 
year was called us-sa: “year following the year.”
For the scribes whose duty it was to keep records of the royal or temple ad­
ministration, it was necessary to recapitulate on tablets the names of regnal years, 
thereby guaranteeing the right sequence and exact phrasing of the year names. 
Such tablets are a valuable aid in reconstructing the events of a reign and the dura­
tion of the different reigns.
Tablets Recapitulating Year Names
1. RI292
RI 292 (=  UET I 292) is a two-column tablet of which only the upper part is 
extant: 15 lines of the first column and 20 lines of the second column of the ob­
verse are preserved.
The first column begins with year 9 to year 13 of king Ibbi-Sin. In order to fill 
out the rest of the columns it would be necessary to add 10 other year names of the 
same king and approximately 10 of Isbi-Erra. The second column contains 6 addi­
tional years of Isbi-Erra.
Column 1 of the reverse begins with the years of Iddin-Dagan. This supposes 
that 20 year names have disappeared, those belonging to the end of the reign of 
Isbi-Erra, of Su-ilisu (10 years) and perhaps some of Iddin-Dagan. Finally the last 
column gives some us-sa years of Kme-Dagan.
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2  PBS 5 70
PBS 5 70, published by Poebel, is only a small fragment containing on the ob­
verse a few year names of the last king of Isin Damiq-ilisu, and on the reverse a few 
year names of Rim-Sin, the last king of Larsa. Thanks to a join made by Lieb- 
erman, this fragment has yielded much more information than previously expected.
3. The Sumerian King List
The Sumerian King List1 makes a specific contribution to the establishment of 
data relating to the kings of Isin at the beginning of the OB period. In order to em­
phasize the legitimacy of its succession to the Ur III dynasty, the dynasty of Isin had 
the Sumerian King List composed probably in the reign of Isbi-Erra. In this list the 
customary formula “and the kingship passed to Isin” does not mark a break as one 
may think, but on the contrary is intended to underline the continuity between the 
two dynasties.
In the recension WB1 2 this addition of the Isin dynasty stops with king Sin- 
magir whereas text P 5 written later includes the last king of this line Damiq-ilisu, 
totalling 225 years and 6 months for all the kings of Isin.
The succession of the kings of Isin and the length of their reigns are as fol­
lows:
Isbi-Erra 33 Ur-Ninurta 28 Zambia 3
Su-iliSu 10 Bur-Sin 21 Iter-pisa 4
Iddin-Dagan 21 Lipit-Enlil 5 Urdukuga 4
Kme-Dagan 20 Erra-imitti 7 Sin-magir 11
Lipit-Egtar 11 Enlil-bani 24 Damiq-ilisu 23
(recension P5)
4. Other Lists
Since the publication of the Sumerian King List by Jacobsen, other lists have 
been found.3 Two tablets were written in the course of the fourth or fifth year of 
Damiq-iliSu. The lengths of reign attributed to the kings of the Isin dynasty vary in 
comparison with those known from other recensions: Isme-Dagan is credited with 
19 as opposed to 20; Bur-Sin with 22 as opposed to 21; Erra-imitti with eight as op­
posed to seven; Iter-pisa and Urdukuga with four as opposed to three.
1T. Jacobsen, The Sumerian King List, AS 11 Chicago (U.C.P.) 1939.
2AS 11, p. 127 note 363.
3E. Sollberger, “New Lists of the Kings of Ur and Isin,” JCS 8 (1954) 135-136.
Kraus4 also dealt with the different chronological and synchronic problems of 
the Isin and Larsa dynasties.
An Updated List of the Isin Year Names
Since the publication of the Datenlisten in RLA II and Mercer, no general 
study has taken up and updated the list of year names on the basis of the new year 
names which have been accumulated since then. The present publication brings up 
to date the year names attested in the different lists mentioned above and those 
known from the dates of newly published cuneiform texts.
Instead of a composite year formula or its longest form, I have preferred to 
present all the variants of each year name. The variants are classified from the 
longest to the shortest formula, a letter of the alphabet being assigned to each var­
iant. Each new year name is identified by a number indicating its place in the order 
of the year names. A new year name is indicated by the letter B while an us-sa year 
(year after the year) is marked by the letter A:
4 A a mu-us-sa ...
b mu-us-sa ...
B a mu (new year name)
b mu ...
c mu ...
When the order of the year-names for a given reign is not yet known, an ar­
bitrary classification is proposed, each year being identified by a letter of the al­
phabet; thus for instance:
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A B a mu ...
b mu
c mu ...
B A a mu-us-sa
b mu-us-sa
B a mu ...
b mu ...
C B a mu ...
b mu ...
When a known sequence of year names is found within a longer series, the 
order of which is not known (as occurs with the year names of Iddin-Dagan), the 
known sequence is indicated by numbers, but at the same time the letters of the al­
phabet are still kept for the purpose of identifying each year name; thus:
4JCS 3 (1951).
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1 year x became king
A B mu ...
B B mu ...
C 1 B mu ...
D 2 A mu-tis-sa
E 3 B mu ...
F 4 B mu ...
G
Each variant of the year name is documented by a reference to its publication. 
The references are classified chronologically in Part II of this book. The year 
names of the Larsa dynasty will constitute a forthcoming publication.
The Kings of Isin
Isbi-Erra
ISbi-Erra (2017-1985, according to the middle chronology) reigned 33 years, a 
certain number of which overlap with Ibbi-Sin of Ur. The reconstruction of the 
year names of the first king of Isin has been possible thanks to the publications of 
Baqir,5 Kienast,6 Crawford,7 and now van de Mieroop.8 In this presentation I follow 
the sequence proposed by Mark van de Mieroop.
The text of lines 19-21 of UET I 292 is identical with the year x + 12 on the 
Harmal tablet, or year name 18. But the preceding line (18) of UET 1 292 gives the 
following text:
mu [ ] gibil-3e dI-bi-dEN-ZU in-sig
Instead of seeing another year name of Isbi-Erra, not attested in the Harmal 
list, we should see in it (with van Dijk9) the last year of Ibbi-Sin. This gives the fol­
lowing synchronism:
Kbi-Erra 18 = Ibbi-Sin 24
5Taha Baqir, “A  date-list of ISbi-Erra,” Sumer 4 (1948) 103-113. . ;
6B. Kienast, “Zu einigen Datenformeln aus der friihen Isinzeit,” JCS 19 (1965) 45-55.
7V. E. Crawford, Sumerian Economic Texts, BIN 9, New Haven (1954).
8M. van de Mieroop, Sumerian Administrative Documents from the Reigns of ISbi-Erra and $u- 
iliSu, BIN 10, New Haven (1987).
9J. van Dijk, “Isbi-’Erra et la charte d’Ur,” JCS 30 (1978) 189-208.
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Su-ilisu (1984-1975)
Direct successor of ISbi-Erra, this king reigned for ten years. Until the publi­
cation of Steele,10 1only four year names of this king were known from BIN 9 and 
UET I. The tablet published by Steele raises this number to nine. The object 
which was constructed by this king during his fourth year is still not known.
Iddin-Dagan (1974-1954)
Of the 21 regnal years of this king, only 14 year names are known, and a cer­
tain number of these are us-sa years. So it is not possible to know whether these 
us-sa year names were employed for a whole year or if they were used only during 
the first months of the new year while awaiting the proclamation of the new year 
name.
The reading of the year name relating to the marriage of Matum-niatum has 
been discussed by Goetze11 and Owen.12
Thanks to UET I 292 the sequence from C to H is certain. But it is not pos­
sible to know whether lines 37 to 39 mark the us-sa year of the marriage of Matum- 
niatum with the king of AnSan or not. The traces of line 40 suggest the reading of 
dIskur, probably with an us-sa year, line 42. The reading of Inanna at line 44 is cer­
tain, but the sign mul> is not written at the end of the line indicating that probably a 
city name was affixed to the divinity name. Year name K for the installation of the 
en of Inanna confirms the choice made of him for this post some years previously. 
Year L is a logical inference of year M which is an us-sa year.
Isme-Dagan (1953-1935) 20/19 years
From the same UET I 292 tablet we can recover a sequence of five years, but 
are unable to tell precisely the number of years missing in the early part of the 
reign. The sequence is that proposed by Edzard in ZZB note 372.
The other names of this king come from the year names found in economic 
tablets already published, and from the royal hymns.
Douglas Frayne showed that year names and royal hymns commemorate of­
ferings or contributions made to the temples or divinities. On this basis the follow­
ing year names have been inserted: G (JAOS 88 3 ss), J (PBS 15 46), K and L.
10Fran$ois R. Steele, “The date formula of Shu-ilishu of Isin,” BAASOR 122 (1951) 45-49.
11 A. Goetze, “Date formula of Iddin-Dagan of Isin,” JCS 19 (1965) 56.
12D. Owen, “Incomplete Year Formulae of Iddin-Dagan again,” JCS 24 (1971) 17-19.
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Lipit-Estar (1934-1924)
Only two year names of an 11-year reign are still missing for Lipit-EStar. No 
order of chronological classification could be proposed. Year name H is based on 
STVC 75 (Lipit-EStar and the plow).
Ur-Ninurta (1923-1896)
Ten year names of this reign are known, and five of them are us-sa years.
Bur-Sin (1895-1874)
Five year names are so far known. The year name simat Bur-Sin is not to be 
attributed to him.
Lipit-Enlil (1873-1869)
All the five year names of this king are known.
Erra-imitti (1868-1861)
From the eight regnal years of this king only five are known. The attribution 
of the year name C to Erra-imitti is not sure, although year name D could be an us- 
sa year for year C. But the same year name could play an identical function for 
Enlil-bani G. Year E has two recensions. But, as the first doesn’t mention Kisurra, 
the attribution of ARN 6 to this place is not absolutely sure.
Enlil-bani (1860-1837)
The reign of this king is rather well known due to the year names13 but, as for 
most of his predecessors, no chronological order can be proposed, as no recapitula­
tive tablet has yet been found in the new Isin excavations. The year name D or 
Irra-imitti could also be an us-sa year for year C of Enlil-bani. Year names N and 
O present reading problems which so far cannot be solved.
13Or NS 45 (1976), 410-423.
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Zambia (1836-1834)
Two year names are known from this three-year reign. From this reign on can 
be given correct synchronisms between the three dynasties of Isin, Larsa and Baby­
lon (see Table 1, page 8).14
Iterpisa (1833-1830)
The length of his reign, as well as that of his successor Urdukuga, varies ac­
cording to the kinglists between three and four years. But, as four year names of 
Urdukuga are known, it seems likely that the same number should be attributed to 
IterpiSa, although so far only two of this king’s year names are known.
In the year name A Utu and Inanna of Zabalam are alternatively the ones 
receiving the drum.15 For the year name B the information given by Hilprecht in 
BE 201 49 is insufficient to propose any reading.
Urdukuga (1829-1826)
The four year names of this king are known. These two reigns are synchronis­
tic with the one of Warad-Sin.
Sin-magir (1825-1815)
Of this reign only one year name is known, besides the accession year.
Damiq-ilisu (1814-1792)
Last king of Isin, he will be victim of Rim-Sin of Larsa. PBS 5 70 joined to 
N 2966 helped to give all the needed information on a large part of his reign.16 
This text does not give the year names of the beginning of his reign, as Nippur was 
in the hands of Rim-Sin.
Only further publications of tablets and new excavation finds could help to in­
crease our knowledge of the history of the kings of Isin.
14Marten Stol, Studies in Old Babylonian History, Leiden, 1976, p. 14.
15D. Charpin, Bi. Or. 36 (1979) 193, review of YOS 14.
16S. Lieberman, “The years of Damiq-ilishu,” RA 76 (1982) 97-117.
8 ISIN YEAR NAMES
ISIN LARSA BABYLON
Zambia 2 Sin-iqiSam 5 Sabium 8
3 Silli-Adad 1 9




Urdukuga 1 5 Sabium 14







Sin-magir 5 13 Apil-Sin 8




23 29 Sin-muballit 19
60 Hammurabi 30
Table 1. Synchronisms between Isin, Larsa, and Babylon
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OF THE KINGS OF ISIN






4 B a mu Gir13-tabki ba-hul 
Year, Girtab was destroyed
BIN 9 127 = RA 33, 25 n. 30
5 A  a mu-us-sa Gir13-tabki ba-hul
Year after the year, Girtab was destroyed
BIN 9 145 = RA 33, 25 n. 31
6 B a mu 8**114 dInanna ba-dim
Year a bed for Inanna was fashioned
BIN 9 502; BIN 10 87-94 ,
a mu nin dNin-urta ba-hun
b mu nin dNin-urta ba-fl
c mu nin dNin-urta rba’-[ ]
d mu dnin dNin-urta ki!
e mu nin-dingir dNin-flfl1* 'ba-fl1
f mu nin-dingir nin-dingir-urta! ba-hun
g mu nin dNin-urta
Year, the high-priestess of Ninurta was elevated to office
a mu uruki Mar-tu ba-hul
b mu uru Mar-tu ba-hul
c mu uru*'* Mar-tu '
Year, he destroyed the Martu city
BIN 9 110,130, 516; BIN 10 95-97 
BIN 9 3311. 9 
BIN 9 513,514 
BIN 9 515
Sumer 4 1121.1. ’Misreading for urta 
JAOS98. 252.1 
BIN 10 208
BIN 9 331 (1.12), 522; BIN 10 98,99, 223,225, 226;
Sumer 4 p. 112 1. 2; RA 33 p. 25 n. 32 

















A  a mu-us-sa uruki Mar-tu ba-hul
b mu-us-sa uru Mar-tu ba-hul
Year after the year, the Martu city was destroyed
B a mu a-Sa gibil a-£i lM/SA\DU-a
b mu a-Sa gibil a-ta DU-a
c mu a-£a gibil lM.§A.DU-a
d  mu a-[sa] gibil IM.S[A ]
Year, he recovered new field from the water
B a mu nin-dingir dIgkur ba-fl
b mu nin-dingir dIskur
Year, the high-priestess of Iskur was elevated (to office)
12 B a mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal ma-da-na-ke, 
b mu 
c mu 
d  mu 
e mu 




j  mu 
k mu 
/ mu
Year, ISbi-Erra, king of his land, 
great wall of Isin
bad gal I-ti-il-pd-Su-nu mu-du 
bad gal I-ti-il-pa-su-nu mu-du 




bid  /-ft- pa-Su-nu mu-du
bad /-ft- pd-Su-nu ba-du
bad /-ft- pd-Su-nu
bad I
bad gal 1-si-in-na-Se! mu-du
bid  gal i-si-in ba-du
lilt the great wall (called) Itil-paSunu/the
13 B a mu en dInanna IS-bi-Ir-ramkl-& in-pid
b mu en dInanna dIS-bi-Ir-ra maS-e in-pid
c mu en dInanna dIS-bi-Ir-ra mig-e pid!
BIN 9 385; Sumer 4 p. 112 1. 3 
BIN 9 132,189, 238, 332,441,447,533; RA 33 p. 25 
n. 33; BIN 10 53, 73, 74, 230-235
BIN 9 492
BIN 9 38,48; Sumer 4 112,1. 4; RA 33 p. 25 n. 29;
LB 1123; BIN 10 100, 237-240 
BIN 9 386 
BIN 10 236
BIN 9 51,89,118, 269, 511; BIN 10 2, 3,4, 60,61, 
101, 241-244; ASJ 4(1982) 53-68; Sumer 4 p. 112 
1.5; RA 33 p. 25 n. 34 
BIN 9 508
BIN 9 52
BIN 9 68, 318; BIN 10 5 
BIN 9 49 
BIN 9 374
BIN 9 387,453, 460 1.13; BIN 10 245, 246 
Sumer 4 p. 112 1.6 
BIN 9 71, 74
BIN 9 60, 353,457; RA 33 p. 25 n. 24; BIN 10 6, 
102,103 
BIN 9 41
BIN 9 340; BIN 10 62
BIN 9 85; JCS 19 (1965) p. 45 n. 3
NBC 9167, 9178
BIN 9 44










d  mu en-gaba dInanna mi£-e i- p id
e mu en dInanna miS-e i- pad
14
/  mu en-gaba dInanna ba-fl
g mu en dInanna
Year, I3bi-Erra chose by means of the omens the high-priest of Inanna 
(see ZA 58 11729)
B a mu bad Li-bur-dU-bi-lr-ra ba-dit
15
16
b mu b id  Li-bur-dK-bi-lr-ra
c mu bad Li-bur-«A§»-dIS-bi
Year, the fortification Libur-ISbi-Erra was built
A a mu-us-sa b id  Li-bur-dH-bi-tr-ra ba-dit
b mu-us-sa b id  Li-bur- Ir-ra ba-dit
c mu-us-sa b id  Li-bur-dU-bi-lr-ra
d  mu-us-sa b id  Li-bur
e mu-us-sa b id  Li-<bur>-dI$-bi-lr-ra ba-dit
/  mu-us-sa b id  Li-bur-dI$-[ ]
Year after the year, the fortification Libur-Igbi-Erra was built
A a mu-us-sa b id  Li- <bur>-dI$-bi-tr-ra ba-dit mu-us-sa-bi
b mu-us-sa b id  Li-bur-dIS-bi-ir-ra ba-dit mu-us-sa 
c mu-us-sa b id  Li-bur mu-us-sa-bi
d  mu-iis-sa b id  Li-bur mu-iis-sa
e mu-iis-sa b id  mu-iis-sa-bi
BIN 9 35, 319, 337; Or NS 36 426; LB 1110,1126 
BIN 9 27* 30, 67,115, 237,241, 256, 259, 267,274, 
315,317, 320,321, 330,333, 335,336, 352, 354, 
355,358, 364,372,408,460,464,469, 480; MCS 5 
p. 115 n. 1; LB 1112; TLB III 68; JAOS 98.251.A 
Orient 17.21 BM 113020; M V N 4,143; BIN 10 7, 
8, 63, 64,83, 84,104-113, 247-254; Lindblom High 
School 1/7094 
Sumer 4,112 1.7  
BIN 9 66, 279,473; LB 1108
BIN 9 29,56, 240,243, 253, 272, 276,291, 300,302, 
304, 307; Sumer 4 p. 112 1. 8; JAOS 98.252.2; BIN 
10 9, 65, 75,114-118, 255-260, 262 
BIN 9 257, 273, 285; BIN 10 261 
LB 1118
MCS 5 pp. 116,118; LB 1106; BIN 10 10, 66, 67, 
121-124, 263-268 
BIN 9, 34,43,152,231, 262,277, 283,316, 326,389, 
426,438; Sumer 4 p. 112 1. 9 
BIN 9 484,527; BIN 10 119 
BIN 9 186,284, 525 
BIN 10 269,270 ,
BIN 10 120
BIN 9 73,125,463,526; LB 1115; BIN 10 11,12,125 
BIN 9 212 
BIN 9 58,194 
BIN 9 195

















B a mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal ugnim 16 SUki.a 6 Elam-e bi-in-ra BIN 9 338
b mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e ugnim 16 SU.a 6 Elam bf-in-ra BIN 9 505
c mu I^S-bi-ir-ra lugal-e 16 SU.a 6 Elam bf-in-ra BIN 9 137,205; A IA 105 (<a>)
d mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e 16 SU 6 Elam-e bf- ra BIN 9 77
e mu I^S-bi-ir-ra lugal-e 16 SU 6 Elam bf- ra BIN 9 154,155,163; BIN 1014
f m\i dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e 16 SU.a^ ft Ham bf- ra BIN 9 162
g mu I^S-bi-ir-ra lugal-e 16 SU.a 6 Elam bf- ra RA 33 p. 24 n. 1; BIN 9 32,62, 87,141,149,153,
156,157,159,160,161,164,165,166,168,173,
210, 235, 296; BIN 10 13; LB 1104,1105; JAOS
98.253.3
h mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e 16 SU.a BIN 9 297
i mu dIS-bi-ir-ra Elam bf- ra BIN 9 204
j mu Elam SU bf- ra BIN 9 167
k mu Elam-e bf- ra BIN 9 465; RA 33 p. 25 n. 26
l mu Elam bf- ra BIN 9 208
m mu ugnim Elam 616 SU.a'd bf-in-ra Sumer 4 112 1.10
Year, ISbi-Erra the king smote the armies of the Su people and of Elam
A a mu-us-sa dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e 16 SU.a Elam bf-ra BIN 9 170
B a mu bid ESq-t&r-td-ra-am- <  dIS-bi > AlS-bi-ir-ra BIN 9 158
b mu bid EStft&r-td-ra-am- I^S-bi-ir-ra ba-d6 BIN 9 171,175,176,196, 225, 308, 482,503 1.6; BIN
10 15-18,126,272; M. Sheldon tablet; ASJ 4 68 n.
17; JAOS 98.253.4
c mu bid  ESq-tdr- dIS-bi-ir-ra ba-du BIN 9 493,495?
d mu bid  ESi-tdr- I^S-bi-ir-ra Sumer 4 112 1.11
Year the fortification Egtar-taram-ISbi-Erra was built
A a mu-6s-sa b id  ES^tdr-td-,ra-am-^IS-bi-ir-ra ba-d6 BIN 9 54, 343; BIN 10 19, 20
b mu-us-sa bid ES^-tdr-td-ra-am-^IS-bi-ir-ra Pf 4 (JCS 19 41)
c mu-us-sa b id  ES -^tdr BIN 9 305
a mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e S^Su-nir gal dEn-lfl u dNin-urta-ra mu-ne- dun BIN 9 503
b mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e dgu-nir gal dEn-lfl dNin-urta mu-ne- dun BIN 9 79,179
c mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e Su-nir gal dEn-lfl dNin-urta mu- dun BIN 9 292
d mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e Su-nir dEn-lfl dNin-urta mu-ne- dim BIN 9 13,288, 348










/ mu g^Su-nir gal dEn-lil h dNin-urta-ra mu-na-dim UET 1292:19-21
8 mu g^Su-nir gal dEn-lfl h dNin-urta ba- dim Sumer 4 p. 112 1.12
h mu dSu-nir gal mu-ne- dim BIN 9 70
Year ISbi-Erra the king fashioned a great emblem for Enlil and Ninurta
B a mu b&d dI$-biir-ra-ri-im-dEn-ttl ba-dh
b mu bad dI$-bi-Ir-ra-ri-im-dEn-Ul
c mu bad dIS-bi-lr-ra-ri-im ba-dit
d  mu bad dIS-bi-Ir-ra-ri-im
e mu bad dI$-bi-tr-ra ba-dii
/  mu bad ri-im-dEn-lil ba-dii
g mu bad ri-im-dEn-lil ba-dim
h mu bad dIS-bi
i mu b id  dE-bi-lr-ra-ri-im-dEn-ltt ba-dim
Year the fortification called ISbi-Erra-rim-Enlil (ISbi-Erra beloved of Enlil) 
was built
BIN 9 36,46, 59, 63, 64,103,114,126,128,174,177, 
216, 244, 344, 345, 346, 347, 351,357, 362, 384, 
404,410, 443,474; RA 33 p. 26 n. 45; LB 1020, 
1113; BIN 10 76,127 
BIN 9 250
BIN 9 82,178; MCS 5 p. 117 n. 3; BIN 9 45 1. 7;
BIN 10 131 
BIN 9 248 
BIN 9 12, 356
BIN 9 249, 251, 382, 398, 422,432,434; U ET 1292 
22-23; BIN 10 128,129,130 
Sumer 4 p. 112 1.13 
BIN 9 350 
BIN 10 68
A  a m u-us-sa b id  dE-bi-lr-ra-ri-im ba-du BIN 9 6,455; RA 33 p. 26 n. 46
a mu dE-bi-Ir-ra lugal-e Nin-me-an-ki Su-nir gal dInanna mu- dim BIN 9 245, 252, 406
b mu dI$-bi-tr-ra dNin-me-an-ki Su-nir gal dInanna mu- dim BIN 9 507
c mu Nin-me-an-ki g^Su-nir gal dInanna-ra mu-na--dim UET I 292: 24-26
d mu Nin-me-an-ki g^Su-nir gal dInanna ba- dim Sumer 4 p. 112 1.14
e mu dNin-me-an-ki Su-nir gal dInanna mu- dim BIN 9 512; RA 33 p. 26 n. 47
f mu Nin-me-an-ki Su-nir gal dInanna ba- dim BIN 9 510
8 mu dNin-me-an-ki Su-nir dInanna ba- dim BIN 9 428
h mu Nin-me-an-ki Su-nir dInanna mu- dim BIN 9 120
i mu Nin-me-an-ki Su-nir dInanna ba- dim BIN 9 440; BIN 10 21
i mu Su-nir gal dInanna ba- dim BIN 9 5; BIN 10 132
k mu Nin-me-an-ki g>ssu-nir dInanna ba- dim LB 1942

















a mu-fis-sa dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal-e Nin-me-an-ki Su-nir gal dInanna mu- dun BIN 9 448,449; RA 33 p. 26 n. 48; BIN 10 23
b mu-fis-sa dI$-bi-lr-ra lugal-e Nin-me-an-ki £u-nir gal dInanna ba- dim BIN 9 83
c mu-fis-sa dIS-bi-tr-ra lugal-e Nin-me-an-ki Su-nir dInanna ba- dun BIN 9 439
d mu-fis-sa Nin-me-an-ki P*Su-nir gal dInanna-ra mu-na- dun UETI 292: 27-29
e mu-fis-sa Nin-me-an-ki JP^ Su-nir gal dInanna ba- dun Sumer 4 p. 113 1.15
f mu-fis-sa Nin-me-an-ki g>sgu-nir gal dInanna ba- dun BIN 9 383
g mu-fis-sa Nin-me-an-ki §u-nir gal dInanna BIN 9 535
h mu-fis-sa Nin-me-an-ki 5u-nir dInanna ba- dim BIN 9 401,435,424; BIN 10133
i mu-fis-sa Nin-me-an-ki BIN 9 489
j mu-fis-sa Su-nir gal dInanna ba- dun BIN 9 4, 8, 33, 86, 412; BIN 10 22, 274, 275
k mu-fis-sa gu-nir dInanna ba- dun BIN 9 9,10
l mu-fis-sa Su-nir dInanna BIN 9 3,7,14
Year after the year, he fashioned the great emblem of Inanna, called Ninmeanki
a mu 6gi-zi-an-na dumu- munus lugal maS-e i- pad BIN 9 211
b mu 6gi-zi-an-na mfiS-e in-pad Sumer 4 p. 113 1.16; BIN 9 11,15, 26
c mu egi-zi-an-na mfi§-e i- pfid BIN 9 1,2, 20,22, 25, 72,113,117,198,200, 314,
363, 376, 377,442, 446,451, 485; BIN 10 24-31, 
134-137,139-140,141,143-144,146-148; RA 33 p. 
25 n. 20; A.M. 1932 n. 243; JAOS 98.2535; LB 
1128; AIA 103,108
d mu 6gi-zi-an-na \ BIN 9 396; BIN 10145,196
e mu 6gi-zi BIN 9 518; BIN 10 138,142
f mu en-bfira mag-e in-pad UET I 292: 30-32
Year, he chose by means of the omens the daughter of the king as egesitu
priestess of An
a mu-fis-sa 6gi-zi-an-na mfiS-e i-pfid MCS 5, p. 119 n. 5; BIN 9 185
b mu-fis-sa 6gi-zi-an-na BIN 9 534
c mu-fis-sa 6gi-zi BIN 9 532; BIN 10 149
a mu nin-dingir dLugal-mfir-daki ba-fl BIN 9 365,394, 468; RA 33 p. 25 n. 22; BIN 10 150
b mu nin-dingir dLugal-mfir-da ba-fl BIN 9 18,47, 61,80, 91,101,105,107,109,124,184,
281,402; BIN 10 34,151
c mu nin dLugal-mfir-da ba-fl UET I 292; 1. 32-34; Sumer 4 p. 113 1.17
d mu nin-dingir dLugal-mfir-da
Year he elevated to office the high-priestess of Lugalmarda








24 A a mu-tis-sa nin-dingir dLugal-m£r-da ba-fl 
B a mu en dEn-lfl-ld ba-fl
25
26
b mu en dEn-lfl-la




a mu dIS-bi-Ir-ra lugal-e S^gu-za bara dNin-urta-ra mu-na- dim
b mu dI£-bi-Ir-ra lugal-e S^gu-za b&ra dNin-urta mu- dim
c mu gtfgu-za b&ra dNin-urta-ra mu-na- dun
d mu g*sgu-za bara dNin-lfl! ba- dim
e mu S^gu-za b£ra dNin-urta mu-na- dun
f mu 8>sgu-za b£ra dNin-urta ba- dun
g mu e^gu-za b£ra dNin-urta mu- dun
h mu g>Sgu-za dNin-urta mu- dun
i mu gu-za b&ra dNin-urta
j mu S^gu-za bdra dNin-urta
k mu giSgu-za bara
l mu S^gu-za ba- dim
m mu S^gu-za dNanna dNin-urta ba- dun
n mu gi5gu-za dNin-urta ba- dim
0 mu gi5gu-[ ]
Year, ISbi-Irra the king fashioned a dais-throne for Ninurta
a mu-us-sa g^gu-za b£ra
a mu dI$-bi-ir-ra lugal-e Elam §& Uri^-ma-ka durun-a S^tukul kala-ga-ni im-ta-en
b mu dI$-bi-Ir-ra lugal-e Elam S& Uri^-ma durun-a S^tukul kala-ga-ni im-ta-eu
c mu Elam & Uriki-ma-ka durun-a im-ta-eu
d mu Elam S& Urik'-ma durun-a im-ta-en
e mu Elam §& Uriki durun-a im-ta-eu
f mu Elam Uriki durun-a im-ta-eu
g mu Elam ABki-ma durun-a im- en
h mu Elam §& Uriki-ma i- dabs
BIN 9 99
U E T 1292 : 35; Sumer 4 p. 113:18; RA 33 p. 25 n. 
23; BIN 9 50, 90,93, 92,94, 95,108,131,415,417, 
479; BIN 10 35; TLB 3 175 
BIN 10 152
BIN 9 445; BIN 10 154,159
BIN 9 413; RA 33 p. 24 n. 3; BIN 10155
BIN 9 425
Sumer 4 p. 113 1.19 
BIN 9 57,433
BIN 9 84,102,106,116, 287,298, 371,375; BIN 10 
39,69,153,156,157; JAOS 98.254.6 
BIN 9 97,104,112, 313,429,42; BIN 10 37 
BIN 9 501 
BIN 9 506 
BIN 9 498
BIN 9 268,421; BIN 10 158
BIN 9 524
BIN 9 499
BIN 10 36, 38
BIN 10 163
BIN 9 270
BIN 9 395 
BIN 9 373 
BIN 9 81
BIN 9 282; BIN 10 40 
Ancient Orient Museum III, 42 
BIN 9 100 = RA 33 p. 25 n. 25 













i mu dIS-bi-ir-ra lugal- e Uri^-ma ba-dabs
i mu Elam £a ABki-ma durun-a ba-dabs
k mu ElamSh Uri^-ma durun-a ba-dabs
l mu Elam Uri^-ma durun-a ba-dabs
m mu Elam Uriki-ma ba-dabs
n mu Elam Uri^-ma
o mu Elam & $E$ Sa Uri^-ma durun-a
P mu Elam Uri^-ma durun tukul im- e^
Year, ISbi-Erra the king brought down by his mighty weapon the Elamite 
who was dwelling in the midst of Ur
a mu-us-sa Elam Uriki-ma S^tukul kala-ga-ni-ta im-ta-en
b mu-us-sa Elam §a Uri^-ma ba-dabs
c mu-us-sa Elam Uri^-ma ba-dabs
d mu-us-sa Elam ba-dabs
e mu-us-sa Elam Uri^-ma durun ba-dabs
Year after the year, I£bi-Erra the king brought down by his mighty weapon 
the Elamite who was dwelling in the midst of Ur
a mu S^gu-za dNin-lfl-la ba-dim
b mu gi^gu-za dNin-lfl ba-dim
c mu 8*sgu-za dNin-lfl mu-dim
d mu gu-za dNin-lfl-lci ba-dim
e mu gu-za dNin-lfl ba-dim
f mu gu-za dNin-lil-la
Year a throne for Ninlil was built
a mu 8>5gu-za dNanna dNin-gal ba-dim
b mu &5gu-za dNanna dNin-gal
c mu gu-za dNanna dNin-gal
d [ ] ba-dim
Year thrones for Nanna and Ningal were built
30 B a mu nin-dingir dNin-gi4-li-in ba-fl
b mu nin-dingir dNin-gi4-li-in
Year the high-priestess of Ninkilim was elevated to office
JCS 19 49 (pf 3)
BIN 9 65
BIN 9 123,271; MCS 5 p. 120 n. 6 
BIN 9 290
BIN 9 359,393 Sumer 4 p. 113 1. 20 
BIN 9 275 
BIN 9 301 
AIA100
BIN 9 370
BIN 9 391; BIN 10 160
BIN 9 119,407,411,414; Sumer 4 p. 113 1.21 
BIN 9 146, 322; BIN 10 77 
BIN 10 41
BIN 9 111, 266; RA 33 p. 25 n. 27 
BIN 9 500,278,501 
BIN 10 161
BIN 9 254,265, 303, 246
BIN 9 239; Sumer 4 p. 113 1. 22
BIN 9 255,1811. 2, 28; BIN 10 42, 43,162,163
BIN 9 499
BIN 9 263; Pf 3 (JCS 19 41) 
BIN 9 1811.4 
Sumer 4 p. 113 1. 23













B a mu Ori^ ki-dfir-ba bf-in-<ge>-en
Year Ur was made safe in its dwelling place
B a mu nin-dingir dLugal-fr-ra ba-fl
b mu nin-dingir dLugal-fr-ra
c mu nin-dingir dLugal-gir-ra m£S-e i-p&d
d  mu nin-dingir dLugal-gir-ra
Year the high-priestess of Lugal-Irra was elevated to office













mu-tis-sa nin-dingir dLugal-ir ba-fl
mu-us-sa nin-dingir dLugal-fr-ra






mu-us-sa nin-dingir dLugal-gir-ra ma5-e i- p^d
mu-us-sa nin-dingir dLugal-gir-ra mi§ in-pad
mu-us-sa nin-dingir dLugal-gir-ra
mu-us-sa nin-dingir dLugal-gir-ra mdS-e in-pad
Year after the year the high-priestess of Lugal-Irra was elevated to office
Unplaced year name:
[mu 8^ g]u-za mah dEn-[ ] ba-dfm
BIN 9 523
BIN 9 151,192; LB 1101; NBC 6467; LB 1125 
BIN 9 509
NBC 4902, 4909,4927,4929 
NBC 4930, 4950
MCS 5 121 n. 7; BIN 9 37,129,193,199,206, 226, 
227, 228, 339,349, 367,470, 472; LB 1125; SET 
291; RA 33, p. 25 n. 36; BIN 10 44^t8, 85,164, 
165,197,198,199, 200-204 
BIN 9 528
BIN 9 529; JCS 20.40.5
BIN 9 187,311; LB 1109,1988; JAOS 98.254.8 
BIN 9 219,530; JCS 20 p. 38 (Sissa tablet)
BIN 9 224 
BIN 9 490 
BIN 9 531 
























mu dSu-i-U-$u lugal-am 
mu dSu-i-l(-$u lugal-e
BIN 9 260; RA 33 p. 24 n. 10 
BIN 9 203,229, 264, 289, 310, 341,416,418, 452, 





Year, $u-ilisu became king
r BIN 10 167,168,169
BIN 9 182,191, 201,202; BIN 10 166
B a mu dSu-i-li-$u lugal-e gi^Su-nir gal dNanna mu-na-dfm BIN 9 517
b mu d§u-i-U-Su lugal-e 8>5gu-nir gal dNanna mu- dun BIN 9 328
c mu dSu-i-li-$u lugal-e ^Su-nir dNanna mu- dun BIN 9 286; BIN 10170,171
d mu dSu-i-li-su lugal-e g^Su-nir dNanna BIN 9 368,405; JAOS 98.255.10
e mu dSu-i-h'-su lugal Su-nir dNanna BIN 9 521
f mu dSu-i-U-su lugal-e dsu-nir dNanna RA 33 p. 24 n. 11
g mu g'*§u-rnir1 dNanna BIN 9 215
h mu dSu-i-li-$u lugal-e dNin-me-an-ki Su-nir-gal dNanna-ar 
Year, §u-iliSu fashioned the great emblem for Nanna
mu-ne-dim NBC 8862
A a mu-us-sa lugal-e g*sSu-nir dNanna mu-dun BIN 9 419
B a mu d$u-i-li-Zu lugal-e nin dNin-urta mu-un-fl . BIN 9 520
b mu dSu-i-li-!>u lugal-e nin dNin-urta mu- fl BIN 9 16,121,122, 220, 222, 232, 234, 293, 379,381, 
388,423, 444; LB 1948; JAOS 98.256.12
c mu d$u-i-U-su lugal-e nin Nin mu- fl BIN 9 221
d mu dSu-i-li-$u lugal-e nin dNin-urta BIN 9 380; BIN 10 205
e mu d$u-i-li-!>u lugal nin dNin-urta mu- fl BIN 9 366
f mu dSu-i-li-$u lugal nin dNin-urta BIN 9 519
g mu d§u-i-U-Su lugal-e nin- mu-i- f[l] JAOS 98.255.11
h mu d$u-i-li-$u lugal-e nin dNin-urta ba- fl
Year, $u-iliSu the king elevated to office the high-priestess of Ninurta
BIN 10 172
4 B a mu dSu-i-li-Su lugal-e 
Year, §u-iliSu the king
mu-dun
built















B a mu d$u-l-l(-$u lugal-e S^gu-za mah An h dInanna mu-ne-dim ■ 
b mu dSu-i-U-$u lugal 8*sgu -za mah An d[ ] mu-ne-dfm
Year, Su-ili£u the king fashioned the exalted throne for An and Inanna
B a mu d$u-i-l(-$u lugal-e bdd gal I-si-in^ dSu-i-l(-Su-ri-im-ES4-tdr mu-dh
Year, Su-iliSu the king built the great wall of Isin “§u-iliSu beloved of IStar”
B a mu dSu-i-U-$u lugal-e 8*5gu-za bara dNin-i-si-inki-ra mu-na-dhn
Year §u-ili5u the king fashioned the dais-throne for Ninisin
B a mu dSu-i-U-$u lugal-e md-gur8 mah dNin-urta-ra mu-na-dhn
b mu d$u-i-U-su lugal-e md-gurg mah dNin-urta-ra mu-na-an-dug
c mu mk [dNin]-urta ba-ab- dug
Year $u-iliSu the king fashioned the lofty makkuru-boat for Ninurta
B a mu dSu-i-li-$u lugal-e S^gu-za bara dNin-gal-ra mu-na-dhn
b mu dSu-i-li-$u lugal-e 8"sgu-za dNin-gal-ra mu-na-dhn
Year $u-ili£u the king fashioned the dais-throne for Ningal
A a mu-us-sa dSu-i-li-$u lugal-e 8>sgu-za bdra dNin-gal-ra mu-na-dhn
Year after the year Su-iliSu the king fashioned the dais-throne for Ningal
BASOR122 p. 48 n. 5 
JCS 28, 237:1
BASOR 122 p. 49 n. 6
BASOR 122 p. 49 n. 7
BASOR 122 p. 49 n. 8 
LB 1103,1121 
JAOS 98.252.C
BASOR 122 p. 49 n. 9 
UETI213















1 B a mu dI-din-dDa-gan lugal
Year, Iddin-Dagan became king
A B a mu dI-din-dDa-gan lugal-e Ma-tum-ni-a-tum dumu-munus-a-ni lugal-An-Sa-an^ ba-an-tuk-a
b mu dumu-munus lugal lugal-An-Sa-na-ke4 ba-an-tuk-[a]
Year Iddin-Dagan (was) king and (his) daughter Matum-niatum was taken 
in marriage by the king of AnSan
B 1 A a mu-fis-sa dI-din-dDa-gan lugal-eMa-tum-ni-a-rtum' [dumu-munus] lu An-Sa-an1^  ba-an-tuk 
b [ ]-tum [ ] -an^ [ ]-tuk-a
Year after the year, Iddin-Dagan (was) king and (his) daughter Matum-niatum 
was taken in marriage by the king of AnSan
C 2 B a [mu ] nin-dingir dISkur in-pad
Year, he chose the high-priestess of Kkur
D 3 A  a [mu-(is-sa] nin-dingir d[ISkur] in-[pad]
Year after the year, he chose the high-priestess of ISkur
E 4 B a mu en dInanna? md§-e in-[pad]
Year, he chose by means of the omens the en-priest of Inanna
F 5 B a mu urudualain gu-[la] dNin-i-si-in-[na] mu-na-rdfm1
Year, he fashioned a great copper statue for Nin-Isin
G 6 A a mu-us-sa urudualam gu-la dNin-i-si-in-na mu-na-dhn
Year after the year, he fashioned a great copper statue for Nin-Isin
H 7 B a mu nin-dingir dNin-kilim ma§-e in-pad
Year, he chose by means of the omens the high-priestess of Nin-kilim
I B a mu dI-din-dDa-gan lugal-e S^gu-za bdra dISkur Ennigiki-ra mu-na-dim
b mu dI-din-dDa-gan lugal-e S^gu-za bara dISkur Ennigiki mu-na-dun
Year, Iddin-Dagan the king fashioned a dais-throne for ISkur of*Ennigi
JCS 24 17; NBC 6418; RA 33 24 
UM 55-21-104




UET I 292: 4445
UET I 292: 4649
UET I 292:49-51
UET I 292: 52-55; TIM 9 101
(UET I 215); Flp 570










J A a mu-us-sa dI-din-dDa-gan lugal-e S^gu-za Mra dISkur Ennigi^-ra mu-na-dlm
Year after the year, Iddin-Dagan the king fashioned a dais-throne for ISkur of Ennigi
K B a mu d/7/ -1 din'-dDa-gan lugal-[e] en dInanna mu-un-[fl]
Year, Iddin-Dagan elevated to office the en-priest of Inanna
L B a mu dI-din-^Da-gan lugal-e S^gu-za b£ra dub-la-mah dNanna mu-na-dfm
Year, Iddin-Dagan the king fashioned the dais-throne for the Dublamah 
of Nanna
M A a mu-fis-sa dI-din-[dDa]-gan lugal-e S^gu-za bira dub-16-mah d[Nanna?] mu-na-[d£m]
Year after the year, Iddin-Dagan the king fashioned the dais-throne for the Dublamah 
of Nanna
U E T 1215
RA 33 p. 24 n. 13 (JCS 28, 238: 2 ?)
JCS 24 19 (UM 55-21-101)















l B a mu dI$-me-dDa-gan lugal
Year, ISme-Dagan became king
A B a mu dI$-me-dDa-gan lugal-e en dNanna Uriki-ma ba-hun-gS




A a [mu-us-sa en d]rNanna1 [Uriki-ma ba-hun]-gi
Year after the year, he elevated to office the en-priestess of Nanna
A a [mu]-rus’-sa dH-me-d[Da-gan lugal-e] en dNanna [Uri^J-ma ba-hun-gi [mu]-r<is1-sa-a-bi
b [mu- tis -sa en] dNanna [Uriki]-ma ba-hun-ga [mu- us]-sa-a-bi
Second year after the year, he elevated to office the en-priestess of Nanna
A a [mu 4-kam en d]rNanna1 Uri^- ma ba-hun-gi
Third year after the year, he elevated to office the en-priestess of Nanna
UETI 292:54-55
YOS 14 314 
UET 292: 56-59
UET I 292: 60-61
E B a mu dIS-me-dDa-gan lugal KA en dEn-lfl-l£ maS-e 1- p&d dNin-urta-ke4 ni-ka9 ki-en-gi ki-uri si bf-in-s^-si-a
UET I 217; UET V 280, 281
b [mu en] dEn-lfl-la [m^g]-re1 in-pad UET 1 292:62
Year, ISme-Dagan the king chose by means of the omens the en-priest of 




B a mu dH-me-dDa-gan lugal-e dEn-lfl-ra S^gu-za tara ku-sigj7 tun si-7-fl e-gi-gis-§u-a-ka mu-na-gub-ba-a
UET I 216; UET V 278, 279
Year, Igme-Dagan the king placed for Enlil in the Egagisua a gold 
dais-throne (with) a crown? raising 7 horns . . .
B a mu S^gigir mah ba-dfm-ma JAOS 88 p. 3
Year a lofty chariot was fashioned
B a mu dIS-me-dDa-gan lugal-e mar-tag kh-sig^ ku-babbar dNin-lfl-ra mu-na-dfm RA 33 p. 26 n. 50














A a mu-[tis-sa] dIS-me-d[Da]-'gan' lugal-[e] ^mar-tag kh-sigi7 ku-babbar dNin-lfl-ra mu-na-dfm 
Year after the year, ISme-Dagan the king fashioned for Ninlil a bed covered 
with silver and gold
B a mu udug sag-ninnu ba-dfm-ma
Year a fifty-head weapon was fashioned
B a mu alam na4esig-ga ba-drm-ma 
Year a diorite statue was made
UETI219/
L B a mu urudugu-za mah ba-dfm-ma
Year a lofty copper chair was built
M B a mu dIS-me-dDa-gan lugal-e urudualam dNin-urta [mu-na-dxm] £-Su-me-Sa4 urudu6S-da-mah mu-na-gub-ba-a
UETI218
b mu urudualam dNin-urta-ra mu-na-dun UETI220
Year, ISme-Dagan the king fashioned a copper statue for Ninurta and 
placed a great vessel in the ESumeSa
N B a mu dn-me-dDa-gan lugal KA nin dNin-urta ba-hun-gd-a
Year, ISme-Dagan the king elevated to office the high-priestess of Ninurta
YOS 14 312
O A a mu-us-sa dH-me-dDa-gan lugal KA nin dNin-urta ba-hun-ga-a YOS 14 316




B a mu d[IS-me]-dDa-gan lugal en dInanna mu-un-H1 (?)
Year ISme-Dagan the king elevated to its office the high priest of Inanna
B a mu dI$-me-dDa-gan lugal-e en dNanna maS-e in-pad
Year ISme-Dagan the king chose by means of the omen the en-priestess of Nanna
JCS 28, 238: 2 (U 972)



















B a mu dLi-pl-it-ESq-t&r lugai
Year, Lipit-Egtar became king
B a mu dLi-p(-it-E$4-tdr lugal-e ni-si-sd ki-en-gi ki-uri-a! mu-ni-in-gar
Year, Lipit-Egtar made justice in Sumer and Akkad
B a mu dLi-[pi]-it-E$n-t&r lugal-e inim dEn-lfl dNanna-ta Uri*" ki-beTjf-in-gLj-a 
Year, Lipit-Egtar the king on the order of Enlil and Nanna restored the city 
of Ur
RA 33 p. 24 n. 15; LB 1950
UETI 223; YOS 14 315 = RA 33 p. 26 n. 52







B a mu dLi-pi-it-E$q-tdr lugal-e S^gu-za ku-sigi7 dNin-in-si-na-ke4 mu-na-dun-ma 5^-hul-la 6-gal-mah ba-an-gub-ba
UET I 221
Year, Lipit-EStar the king fashioned a golden throne for Nininsina and 
let it joyfully place in the Egalmah
B a mu l'd dNin-ki ba-ba-al UET V 778; Iraq 15109
Year, the Ninki canal was dug
B a mu dLi-pi-it-E$4-tdr lugal-e la’u ki-en-gi ki-uri i-in-gal-la . . .  ga-ra . . .
Year, Lipit-IStar the king released the arrears of Sumer and Akkad . . .
A a mu-us-sa dLi-pi-it-ES^-tdr lugal-e la’u ki-en-gi ki-uri i-in-gil-la . . .  gi-ra UET 1224
Year, after the year Lipit-EStar the king released the arrears of Sumer 
and Akkad. . .
B a mu dLi-p(-it-E$f-tdr lugal-e En-nin-sun-zi en dNin-gubalag Uriki-ma mag-e i-pad UET 1 222; JCS 28,238: 3,4 (U 2589, u  2712)
Year, Lipit-Egtar the king chose by means of the omens Enninsunzi for 
en-priestess of Ningubalag in Ur
B a [mu dLi-p(-it-E$4-tdr lugal-e g*5apin . . .  mu-dfm-ma]?










mu dUr-dNin-urta lugal 
Year, Ur-Ninurta became king
mu dUr-dNin-urta lugal-e dumu Nibruki dEn-lfl U4-da-ri-5e Su in-na-an-bar l i ’u gu-un gu-ba bi-fl-la-a [mu-un-dug] ARN l  
Year, Ur-Ninurta the king set free for ever the citizens of Nippur 
(from the corvde) for Enlil and released the arrears which they were 
bearing on their necks (ZZB 84)
mu rd1Ur-dNin-urta lugal-[e] bad Im-gur-dEN.ZU mu-dil ARN 2
Year, Ur-Ninurta the king built the fortification of Irngur-Sin
mu-us-sa rd1Ur-dNin-urta lugal-[e] bad /m-gur-dEN.ZU mu-dil
Year after the year, Ur-Ninurta the king built the fortification of Imgur-Sin
mu-us-sa rd1Ur-dNin-urta lugal-[e] b id  Im-gur-dEN.ZU mu-dil mu-tis-sa-bi 
Second year after the year, Ur-Ninurta the king built the fortification of Imgur-Sin
mu-us-sa dUr-dNin-urta lugal-e b id  gal Im-gur-dEN.ZU mu-dil mu-fis-sa 4-bi Kisuna n. 41
Third year after the year, Ur-Niriurta the king built the fortification of Imgur-Sin
mu dUr-dNin-urta lugal-e dEn-lfl-me-Sa4 S>5§u-nir gal dEn-lfl-ra mu-na-dim Beileten 26 p. 43 (Ni 13 211)
Year Ur-Ninurta the king fashioned for Enlil the great emblem called Enlil-meSa
mu dUr-dNin-urta [lugal]-re’ a-gir gal-gal [a-ta] im-ta-an-eu Y O S14 318
Year Ur-Ninurta the king recovered from the water large (surfaces of) field
mu-us-sa dUr-dNin-urta lugal-e a-gar gal-gal a-ta im-ta-an-en
Year after the year Ur-Ninurta the king recovered from the water large (surfaces of)
field
mu-us-sa dUr-dNin-urta lugal-e a-gir gal-gal a-ta im-ta-an-en  mu-fis-sa-a-bi UM 29-15-383 = Microfiche Archive 1 A.1
Second year after the year Ur-Ninurta the king recovered from the water 








B a mu d£«r-dEN.ZU lugal UET5 447
Year, Bur-Sin became king
B a mu dBur-dEN.ZU rlugaF-[e] bkl M-gir^Nm-W-fsi-na] mu-dh
Year, Bur-Sin the king built the fortification (called) ‘Beloved of Nin-Isin’
B a mu dBur-dEN.ZU lugal-e bikd gal-gal................. mu-un-dh-a
Year, Bur-Sin the king built the great walls o f . . .
B a mu drBur1-[dEN.ZU] lugal-[e] Se-ga dEn-[lfl-M] g^Su-nir [kil-sign kii-babbar] dEn-lfl-[ra] mu-na-[an-dim] p b s  81 2
b m ud Bur dEN.ZU lugal- e S^Su-nirgal mu-na- dim  Y O S14 320; PBS 814,7?
Year, Bur-Sin the king, obedient to Enlil, fashioned for Enlil an emblem 
of gold and silver
B a mu dB«r-dEN.ZU lugal-e uruduki-lugal-gub id hd-g&l urududug-mah ni-de-a dNin-in-si-na-ra mu-na-an-dim p b s  81 3
Year, Bur-Sin the king fashioned for Nin-Isin a copper stand for the king 
(representing) an overflowing stream and a lofty copper platform for 
offerings
B a mu d5ur-dEN.ZU lugal-e dNin-urta giskim-a-ni mitum sag-3 guSkin sag-bi na4za-gin 5u-nir gal dNin-urta-ra mu-na-dim
Walker BAW, Isin, p. 96
Year Bur-Sin the king made for Ninurta, in whom he trusts, a three-headed 
gold mace with heads of lapis-lazuli as a great emblem for Ninurta
PBS 81 1 
PBS 81 6
*Note: mu idSi-ma-at-Bur-d EN.ZU AUAM 73 3174
Year, (Alambiumu) dug the canal (called) “fate of Bur-Sin . . (year name 














mu dLi-pi-it-dEn-Ul lugal 
Year, Lipit-Enlil became king
B a mu dLi-p(-it-dEn-Ul lugal-e dEn-lfl-mah-^m pisan Su-gub-ba gal kb-sigi7 6 dEn-lfl-ra mu-na-dun 
Year, Lipit-Enlil the king fashioned for the temple of Enlil a large 
golden vase with handles called “Enlil is exalted”
A  a mu-tis-sa dLi-pi-it-dEn-Ul lugal-e dEn-lfl-mah-ikm pisan Su-gub-ba gal ku-sig^ 6 dEn-lfl-ra mu-na-dun
Year after the year, Lipit-Enlil the king fashioned for the temple of Enlil 
a large golden vase with handles called “Enlil is exalted”
B a mu dLi-pl-it-dEn-lQ lugal-e dEn-lfl-£-dah-a-ni Su-nir gal kh-sigi7 dEn-lfl-ra mu-na-dun
Year, Lipit-Enlil the king fashioned for Enlil a golden emblem called “Enlil 
is his help”
A a mu-tis-sa dLi-pl-it-dEn-Ul lugal-e dEn-lfl-&-dah-a-ni Su-nir gal kh-sigi7 dEn-lfl-ra mu-na-dun
b mu:fis-sa dLi-p(-it-dEn-Ul lugal-e dEn-lfl-5-dah-a-ni dEn-lfl-ra mu-na-dfm
Year after the year, Lipit-Enlil the king fashioned for Enlil a golden emblem 
called “Enlil is his help”
4 NT 115; 5 NT 109; TIM 5 24
BIN 7 60
BIN 7 59; 5 NT 418 























B a mu dIr-ra-i-mi-ti lugal
Year, Erra-imitti became king
B a mu dir-rra'-[i-mi-ti] lugal ni-si-si in-gar
Year, Erra-imitti the king established justice (in the land)
B a mu dir-ra-i-mi-ti lugal-e Nibruki ki-be bf-'in-gi^-a
Year, Erra-imitti the king restored Nippur to its (right) position 
(or restored the rites of Nippur)
A a mu-fis-sa . . .  Nibru^ ki-bi gty
■ Year, after the year, Erra-imitti the king restored Nippur to its (right)
position (or restored the rites of Nippur)
B a [mu dir-Jra-i-mi-ti lugal [Ki-sur-raki] in-dib-ba 
b mu dir- ra-i-mi-ti lugal-e Ki-sur-ra^ ba-hul
B a mu dir-ra-i-mi-ti bad Ka-zal-lu^ ba-hul
Year, Erra-imiti destroyed the fortification of Kazallu
B a mu b id  gin- X -ki Ir-ra-i-mi-ti mu-na-dfm (attribution questionable) 
Year, he built the fortification o f . . .
PBS 81 20
PBS 81 19
Haverford Symposium n. 10 p. 
245
ARN 6 ,4  NT 82 
PBS 82 103
YOS 14 319



















a mu dEn-lll-ba-ni lugal-e
Year, Enlil-bani became king
B a mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal-e 114 g(i-un 6rin dumu i-si-inki-na mu-un-dug-a
b mu dEn-lll-ba-ni lugal-e erin dumu l-si-inki-na Su in-ne-bar
Year, Enlil-bani the king after having cancelled the taxes of the citizens of 
Isin (a), freed them from the corvee (b)
B a dEn-lll-ba-ni lugal-e En-ki-<ig-dInanna en dInanna mu-[hun-ga]
Year, Enlil-bani the king enthroned Enkiag-Inanna as high-priest of Inanna
B a mu dEn-lll-fba-nP lugal-rki-en-gi1 [ki]-uri-ke4 Nibru[ki ki]-be
b mu dEn-lil- ba-ni lugal Nibru w ki- b6
Year, Enlil-bani, king of Sumer and Akkad, restored Nippur to its (right) 
position (The year name Erra-imitti D could also be an fis-sa year name 
for Enlil-bani C)
B a mu dEn-lll-ba-ni lugal-e lagar-dEn-lfl-la mu-hun-gd
b mu dEn-lll-ba-ni lugal lagar-dEn-lfl-la ba- hun-ga
Year, Enlil-bani the king enthroned the lagar-priest of Enlil
B a mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal S^Su-lu kit- sigj7 dEn-lfl-ra mu-na- an-dun
b mu dEn-l(l-ba-ni lugal ^gu-lu kh-'sig^1 [dEn-lfl-ra] mu-u[n-na-dun]
Year, Enlil-bani the king fashioned for Enlil a golden scepter
B a mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal-e urudualam gal-gal [3]-ra1-bi [d]Nin-urta-[ra mu-na-dfm] 
b mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal-e urudualam 3- a -bi d Nin-urta- ra mu-na-dun
c mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal-e urudualam gal-gal d Nin-urta
Year, Enlil-bani the king fashioned for Ninurta three large copper statues
B a mu dJEn-lll-ba-ni lugal-e alam kii-sigi7 dNin-urta-ra mu-un-na-an-dim-dfm-ma 
Year, Enlil-bani the king fashioned for Ninurta a golden statue
PBS 81 8; 82 106; A  30 634; A 30 689 
PBS 81 9




TIM 4 13; (ARN 9) 
TIM 4 27
YOS 14 321 
RA 73, 64 (AO 5419)
ARN 7 




































mu dEn-Ul-ba-ni lugal-e alam kh-sigi7 dNa-na-a-ra mu-na-dun 
Year, Enlil-bani the king fashioned a golden statue for Nanaia
mu dEn-Ul-ba-ni lugal-e 6-me-zi-da 6-ki-6g-g£-ni-<>6 dEn-ki-ra mu-na-dun 
mu dEn-Ul-ba-ni lugal-e 6-me-zi-da 6-ki-6g-g6-ni dEn-ki-ra mu-na-dun
mu dEn-lil-ba-ni 6-me-zi-da dEn-ki-ra
Year, Enlil-bani the king built for Enki the Emezida, his beloved temple
5 NT 283 = NBC 11 249
A 30 665
A 30 615; A 30 616; A 30 619; NBC 11220 
PBS 82 107
mu dEn-ltt-ba-ni lugal-e S^gu-za zag-b6-us kh-sigi7 ku-babbar-ta kin gal-eS [ak dEn-ki]-ra mu-na-an-dfm 
mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal-e S^gu-za zag-b6-6s dEn-ki -ra mu-na-an-dim
Year, Enlil-bani the king fashioned for Enki a couch superbly decorated 
with gold and silver
ARN 8 
UM 29-15-385
mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal-e S^gu-za kh-sigi7 ku-babbar dUtu-ra mu-na-dun 
Year, Enlil-bani the king fashioned for Utu a throne made of gold and silver
mu dEn-Ul-ba-ni lugal-e 8>sgu-za b&ra kh-sig^ dNanna-ra mu-na-drm 
mu dEn-Ul-ba-ni lugal-e e^gu-za kh-sigi7 dNanna-ra mu-na-dun 
Year, Enlil-bani the king fashioned a golden throne for Nanna
mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal-e a-$ft a-gar sig rzagn a-ab-ba-36 mu-un-ba-al 
Year, Enlil-bani the king drained towards the sea field and lower land
mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal-e nin-men-dKA?-X-kil? nin-dingir dI5kur ba-fl 
Year, Enlil-bani elevated to the office of high-priestess of ISkur Ninmen__
mu dEn-lil-ba-ni lugal-e ............m indKAL zi-za/ga?
Year, Enlil-bani the king . . .
Ni 9331
5 NT 90
NBC 11188; 11190; 11 277; A 30 617












1 a mu dZa-am-bi-ia lugal-e PBS 81 ll; OLZ1907, col. 386 
Year, Zambia became king
A B a 
b
mu dZa-am-bi-ia lugal alam kh-sig^ 5-bi dInanna 0 dNa-na-a-rra1 mu-ne-dun b in  7 62; JCS 3 p. 7 
mu dZa-am-bi-ia lugal-e 8^alam kil-sigi7 4-bi dInanna-ra mu-na-dim Y O S14 322 
Year, Zambia the king fashioned 5 gold statues for Inanna and Nanaia (a)
Year, Zambia the king fashioned 4 gold statues for Inanna (b)
B B a mu dZa-am-bi-ia lugal-e. . .  















1 B a mu I-te-er-pi- $a lugal
b mu dI-te-er-pi4 -$a lugal-(e)
Year, IterpiSa became king
A B a mu I-te-er-pi4-Sa lugal- e rL I\ LI zabar dUtu-ra mu-na-dim
b mu dI-te-er-pi4-Sa rlugal1-[e] [LI].rLP.fe§ zabar rdInanna1 Zabalam^-ra mu-na-dxm
Year, IterpiSa the king made a copper kettledrum for SamaS (a)
Year, IterpiSa the king made a copper kettledrum for Inanna of Zabalam (b)
B B a mu dI-te-er-pi4-$a lugal-e.......... dEn-lfl.......... Nibruki
Year, IterpiSa the king......... for E nlil...........in Nippur
C ?
PBS 13 4
BE 20  ^49; YOS 14 326; Microfiche archive 
In. 46











1 B a mu Ur-du^-ku-ga lugal
Year Urdukuga became king
A  B a mu d[Ur-du6]-kii-ga lugal-e . . .  fd/m-gur-dNin-in-si-na mu-ba-al
Year Urdukuga the king dug the canal Imgur-Ninisin
B B a mu dUr-dug-kii-ga lugal? gu-nir gal-gal kh-sigi7 hug-a-ta min-a-bi dNanna it dUtu-ra mu-ne-dfm
Year Urdukuga the king fashioned for Nanna and Samag 2 large emblems 
made of shining gold
C B a mu dUr-du^-kil-ga lugal-e 6-tuS-ki-gar-ra ki-tug-kh ki-dg-ga-ni dDa-gan dingir-re-e-ne-er mu-na-du 
Year Urdukuga the king built for Dagan his god the Etugkigarra his 
holy beloved abode (OrNS 38 148)
JCS 3 7 (Ni 9332, CBS 3678) 
PBS 81 10
















1 B a mu dEN.ZU-ma-gi> lugal
Year Sin-magir became king >
A  B a 
b
mu dEN.ZU-ma-gi> lugal-e Md gal gfi id h-sur gu-la dEN.ZU-ma-gir ma-da-na dagal-dagal i- dil Y O S14 328= RA 33 p. 25 n. 19 
mu dEN.ZXJ-ma-gir lugal b^d dEN.ZU-ma-gir ba-dil RA 26112; AO 11151 
Year, Sin-magir the king built on the bank of the broad canal the strong 










1 B a mu dDa-mi-iq-l-U-$u lugal 
Year Damiq-iliSu became king
2 Unknown '
3 Unknown
4 B a mu lfi-mah dNin-in-si-na mfig-e i- pfid
b mu dDa-mi-iq-i-li-Su lugal-e lfi-mah dNin-in-si-na mfig-e i[n-p^d]
c mu dDa-mi-iq-i-H-Su mah dNin-i-si-inki-na mfi§-e in- pfid
d mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-$u «mu» DINGIR-ga-/m'-/7 lfi-mah dNin-in-si-na ba- hun-ga
e mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-5u lugal-e lfi-mah dNin-in-si-na ba- hun
f mu dDa-mi-iq-i-li-Su lugal lfi-mah dNin-in-si-na-ra ba- hun
g mu dDa-mi-iq-i-li-$u lugal-e lfi-mah dNin-in-si-na mu-hun-ga
(The) year king DamiqiliSu had Ilum-gamil, (the) (lu)-mahhu (-priest) of 
Ninisin revealed by omen (a, b, c), installed (g, d, e,f)
5 B a mu id h6-gfil mu-rfi-a
b mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e id dDa-mi-iq-i-■HSu mu-ba-al-la
c mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e id dDa-mi-iq-l-li-5u mu-ba-al-la
d mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e id lugal mu-ba-al
e mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-5u lugal-e id lugal mu-ba-al-la
f mu dDa-mi-iq-i-li-Su lugal id lugal mu-un-ba-al
g mu dDa-mi-iq-i-tt-$u id dDa-mi-iq-i-■HSu mu-ba-al
(The) year king DamiqiliSu had (the) canal (named) “King DamiqiliSu, 
Plenitude” dug (b, c, d, e,f,g),  built (a)
6 A a mu-fis-sa id h6-gal mu-rfi-a
b mu-fis-sa id dDa-mi-iq-i-USu lugal mu-ba-al-la
c mu-fis-sa dDa-mi-iq-i-USu id (lugal) mu-ba-al-la
(The) year after king DamiqiliSu had (the) canal (named) “King 
DamiqiliSu, Plenitude” dug (b, c), built (a)
BIN 7 63
PBS 5 70
Belleten 26, 41-42 
ARN15 
A 807 r. 5 
PBS 81 15, 29-30 
MAH 1588 r. 14-15 
TIM 4 18
PBS 5 70: 2 
BIN 7 65: 28-30 
RA 73 80a 
RA 45 107 
YOS 14 329 
AO 11126 r. 9
(Lowie Museum of Anthropology, 
Berkeley 9-2840)
PBS 5 70: 3 
















7 B PBS 5 70:4a
8 B a 
b 
c
9 A a 
b
















mu lfi-mah dNin-in-si-na ba-fl
(The) year the mahhu (-priest) of Ninisin was elevated
mu 6 di-ku5-kal[am-m]a 6 dUtu mu-du-a
mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e 6 di-kus-kalam-ma dUtu-ra mu-du 
mu ^Da-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal € di-kus-kalam-ma € dUtu mu-du-a 
(The) year king DamiqiliSu had (the) temple (named) “Judge of the Land,” 
his beloved house, built for Utu
mu-fis-sa 6 di-ku5-kal[am-ma dUtu m]u- dfi-a
mu-fis-sa ADa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e 6 di-ku5-kalam-ma ki-fig-ga-ni dUtu-[ra m]u-un-du-a 
(The) year after king DamiqiliSu had the temple (named) “Judge of Land,” 
his beloved house, built for Utu
PBS 5 70:5 
PBS 81 12 
(UM 29-15-941)
PBS 5 70: 6 
JCS 31 37-38
mu g^Su-nir-gal dI5kur mu-na-dfm
mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e 2 g^Su-nir kfi-sigi7 kfi-babbar dI5kur u dInanna GAG-NU-ra mu-ne-dfm
mu ADa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e g^Su-nir kii-sig^ min-a-bi dISkur dInanna-kam mu-na-dfm
mu ^Da-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e g^Su-nir gal-gal min-a-bi dISkur u dInanna GAG-NU-aki-ra mu-un-ne-dim
m udDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su g^Su-nir min-bi
mu Su-nir min-a-bi
(The) year king Damiqiligu had two great standards of gold and silver
fashioned for (the) temple(s) of ISkur and Inanna of GAG-(A)-NU




LB 1124 r. 2 
LB 1127 r. 5
mu-fis-sa g^Su-nir ->  PBS 5 70:8
mu-us-sa dDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e g^gu-nir kfi-sig^ -* Belleten 26.40 (partially ARN153)
mu-us-sa dDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e 2 g^gu-nir ku-sig^ kfi-babbar -*• ARN 14
m u-fis-sadDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su 2 gu-nir ku-sigj7 6 -*■ TIM 416
m u-fis-sa41Da-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e g*Jgu-nir kfi-sig^ -*• TIM 4 8
dI£kur mu-na- dun
min -a-bi dI£kur dInanna GAG- A- NUki-ra mu-ne-en-dfm-ma
min!-a-bi dI£kur dInanna GAG-(A-)NUki-ra mu-ne- dfm-ma
dIgkur fi dInanna mu-ne- dim
min-a-bi dI£kur fi dInanna mu-ne- dfm-ma
(The) year after king Damiqiligu had two great standards of gold and 






























mu-fis-sa-a-bi tPsSu-nir dISkur mu-na-dfm
mu-fis-sa-a-bi dDa-mi-iq-i-lt-$u lugal S^Su-nir gal dISkur m u-na-dfm  
Second year after king DamiqiliSu had two great standards of 
gold and silver fashioned for (the) temple(s) of ISkur and Inanna of 
GAG-(A-)NU
mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e bfid gal l-si-in^-na mu- dii-a
mu dDa-mi-iq-i-li-Su lugal-e bfid gal i-si-in^-na mu-un-du-a
mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-$u b^d gal dDa-mi-iq-i-ll-Su mu- dii-a
mu dDa-mi-iq-l-U-Su lugal-e bad gal^ he-gal mu- dil-a
mu biid i-si-inki mu- dil-a
(The) year king DamiqiliSu had the great wall of Isin (called) 
“DamiqiliSu, Plenitude, Favorite of Ninurta” built
mu-us-sa dDa-mi-iq-i-li-Su lugal-e bid gal i-si-inki-na
mu-us-sa dDa-mi-iq-i-U-su lugal-e biid gal i-si-in
mu-hs-sa bad dDa-mi-iq-i-ll-Su 
mu-fis-sa bad dDa-mi-iq-i-ll-Su 








bfid gal mi-gir14 dNin-urta mu-un-dfi-a
i-si-in^ mu- dfi-a
(The) year after king DamiqiliSu had (the) great wall of Isin (called)
“DamiqiliSu, Plenitude, Favorite of Ninurta” built
«mu fis mu-fis-sa» mu-fis-sa-a-bi dDa-mi-iq-l-U-$u lugal-e bad gal i-si-inki-na mi-gir dNin-urta mu-dfi-a 
(The) year after the year after king DamiqiliSu had the great wall of Isin 
(called) “DamiqiliSu, Plenitude, Favorite of Ninurta” built
mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-$u nin-dingir dDa-mu-ra ba-hun
mu dDa-mi-iq-i-li-Su lugal-e nin-dingir dDa-mu ba-hun-ga 
mu dDa-mi-iq-l-U-Su lugal nin-dingir dDa-mu-ra ba-hun-(gfi)
(The) year king DamiqiliSu had (the) entu (-priestess) installed for Damu
PBS 5 70: 9 
TIM 4 23
TIM 4 12 
PBS 81 16
PBS 81 13 = PBS 5 72 
HS 2149 
Ni 655 (JCS 3 8)
PBS 81 18 
RT 23 93-94 
BIN 7 64 
AO 11 147 r. 12 
CBS 10 894 
ARN13
Ni 2449 (JCS 3 8)
RA 73 77b
BIN 7 68 















B BIN 7 67
AO 11145 r. 18-19
B a m udDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e nin- dingir dI§kur mu-un-hun
b mu dDa-mi-iq-l-ll-Su lugal [x-x-p&]d-da nin-<dingir> dI3kur-ra ba-hun
(The) year king DamiqiliSu had . . .  pada, (the) entu (-priestess) installed 
for ISkur
C B a mu dDa-mi-iq-i-U-Su lugal-e 6gi-zi-an-na ba-fl
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nin dNin-urta bahun 12 xiii BIN 10 228
B i BIN 9 516 iti ezen-dNin-a-zu BIN 10 99
V BIN 10 95 BIN 9 331, 491
vi BIN 9 515; BIN 10 96
vii JAOS 98.252.1; BIN 9 ussa urukl martu bahul
10 215 A iv BIN 10 59
1 vii BIN 10 209 16 iv BIN 10 230
4 vii BIN 10 210 V BIN 10 73
6 vii BIN 10 211 2 v BIN 9 447
21 vii BIN 10 212 14 v BIN 9 189
24 vii BIN 10 213 10 vi BIN 9 238
26 vii BIN 10 214 10 vii BIN 10 231
viii BIN 9 110 18 vii BIN 10 232
14 viii BIN 10 216 25 vii BIN 10 233
17 viii BIN 10 217 viii BIN 9 385
25 viii BIN 10 218 23 viii BIN 9 553
22 ix BIN 10 219 ix BIN 10 74
X BIN 9 513, 514 26 ix BIN 10 234
4 X BIN 10 220 X BIN 9 132, 441
8 X BIN 10 221
45
I§bi-Erra ISIN YEAR NAMES
xi BIN 9 332 26 X BIN 10 245
14 xi BIN 10 235 29 X BIN 10 6
24 xi BIN 10 246
a-<& gibil a-ta DU-a xii BIN 9 453; BIN 10 62
B iii BIN 9 386; BIN 10 236 6 xii BIN 9 457; AIA 101
6 V BIN 10 237 10 xii BIN 10 103
30 V BIN 10 238 BIN 9 460; NBC 9167
26 vi BIN 10 239
20 vii LB 1118 13 en dInanna masS-■e i-pdd
28 vii BIN 9 38 B i BIN 9 44, 317
4 viii BIN 10 100 7 i BIN 9 242
21 viii BIN 10 240 12 i BIN 9 31
23 ix LB 1123 13 i LB 1102
xiii BIN 9 48 ii Or NS 36.426; BIN 10
BIN 9 492 104
10 ii BIN 9 319, 372
nin-dingir dI3kur 11 ii BIN 9 274
B i BIN 9 89 22 ii BIN 9 337
ii BIN 10 60 iii LB 1112
iii BIN 9 51, 511; BIN 10 2 iii LB 1126
2,61 19 iii BIN 9 35, LB 1110
iv BIN 9 508 20 iii BIN 9 355
V BIN 9 118; BIN 10 3 iv BIN 9 66
23 V BIN 10 241 2 iv BIN 9 335
vi BIN 10 101, 242; ASJ 11 iv BIN 9 330
4 53-68 (1982) 23 iv BIN 9 237
vii BIN 10 4 10 V BIN 9 256
14 vii BIN 10 243 11 V BIN 9 27
17 vii BIN 10 244 14 V BIN 9 279
xii BIN 9 269 17 V BIN 9 336
19 V BIN 9 30
bad gal Itil-pasunu /  bad gal Isin 20 V BIN 10 105
B ii BIN 9 85 24 V BIN 10 247
iii BIN 9 52 30 V BIN 10 248
iv BIN 9 68 vi BIN 9 460; BIN 10 83
27 iv BIN 9 318 4 vi MVN 4,143
vi BIN 9 49; BIN 10 5 5 vi BIN 9 364; BIN 10 249
vii BIN 9 71; AIA 102 17 vi BIN 10 106
27 vii BIN 9 374 19 vi Lindblom High School
viii BIN 9 74 117094 no. 1; BIN 10
24 viii BIN 9 387 107
ix BIN 9 41, 60; NBC 27 vi BIN 10 250
9178 vii BIN 10 108
X BIN 9 340, 353; BIN 8 vii BIN 10 251
10 102 13 vii BIN 9 320
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION
V lll BIN 9 333, 352, 464, 
480; BIN 10 109,110
27 v iii BIN 10 252
ix BIN 9 67, 259; TLB III 
68; BIN 10 63
11 ix BIN 10 253
21 ix BIN 10 111
X MCS 5 115; JAOS 98. 
251.A; BIN 10 7
2 X BIN 9 469
8 X BIN 9 321
13 X BIN 9 358
20 X BIN 9 473
xi LB 1108; BIN 10 8, 64, 
112,113
2 xi BIN 9 354
4 xi BIN 9 267
23 xi BIN 9 241
xii BIN 9 115
6 xii BIN 10 84
18 xii BIN 9 315; Orient 
17.21
2 x iii BIN 10 254
14 bad Libur-Isbi-Erra
i BIN 9 285
20 i BIN 9 302
ii NBC 7569
10 ii BIN 10 60
24 ii BIN 9 253
16 iii BIN 9 243
5? iii BIN 9 291
13-14 iii BIN 10 75
iv BIN 10 65,114
6 iv BIN 9 257
3 vi BIN 9 272; BIN 10 255
10 vi BIN 9 276
17 vi BIN 9 27; BIN 10 256
22 vi BIN 10 115
28 vi BIN 10 257
vii BIN 10 260
3 vii BIN 10 116
6 vii BIN 10 258
12 vii BIN 9 240
21 vii BIN 9 307
22 vii BIN 10 259
l§bi-Erra 47
22 v iii BIN 10 261
22 ix BIN 9 273
xi BIN 9 304; JAOS 
98.252.2; BIN 10 9, 
118
22 xi BIN 10 117
18 xii BIN 10 262
25 xii BIN 9 300
x iii BIN 9 56
ussa bad Libur-Isbi-Erra
A i MCS 5 118
18 i BIN 10 263
19 i BIN 10 264 '
20 i BIN 9 231
ii BIN 9 152
3 ii BIN 9 438
6 ii LB 1106
10 ii BIN 10 66
15 ii BIN 9 527
28 ii BIN 10 265
iii BIN 9 389; BIN 10 119
4 iii MCS 5 116
10 + U iii BIN 10 266
15 iii BIN 10 10
17 iii BIN 9 277
21 iv BIN 9 326
22-23 iv BIN 10 120
24 iv BIN 9 283
25 iv BIN 10 267
26-28 iv BIN 10 121
V BIN 9 43
28 vi BIN 10 122
vii BIN 9 262, 316
v iii ALA 106
20 ix BIN 9 426
29 ix BIN 10 268
X BIN 9 186; BIN 10 123
7 X BIN 10 269
11 X BIN 10 270
19 xi AIA104
xii BIN 9 34,525; BIN 10
67
LB 1106; BIN 9 484, 
284; BIN 10 124
48 l§bi-Erra ISIN YEAR NAMES
ugnim lu.SU1* u Elam 13 xii BIN 9 137
A i BIN 9 75, 526 21 xii BIN 9 161
7 i BIN 9 78 26 xii BIN 9 160
B 7 i BIN 9 208 xiii BIN 10 14
A 9 i BIN 9 69 13 xiii BIN 9 59, 204
10 i BIN 9 212
13 i BIN 9 58 17 bad Estdr-taram-Isbi-Erra ba-du
14 i BIN 9 194 A BIN 9 170
17 i BIN 9 195 B ii Sheldon tablet
18 i BIN 9 136 26 ii BIN 9 308
19 i BIN 9 73 15 iii BIN 9 158
21 i BIN 10 11 17 iii JAOS 98.253.4
22 i BIN 9 197 19 iii ASJ 4.68 n. 17
25 i BIN 10 12 21 iii BIN 9 225
26 ii LB 1115; BIN 10 125 22 iii BIN 10 126
ii BIN 9 125 iv BIN 9 171
B iv BIN 9 32, 62, 338 13 iv BIN 9 176
y LB 1104 14 iv BIN 9 175
5 V BIN 9 296 17 v BIN 10 272
7 V BIN 9 157 vi BIN 10 15
9 V AIA 105 8 ix BIN 10 16
19 V BIN 9 155 25 ix ' BIN 10 17
22 V BIN 9 156 xi BIN 9 493
29 V BIN 9 163 18 xi BIN 9 196
vi BIN 9 87 xii BIN 9 495; BIN 10 18
1 vi BIN 9 162 12 xii BIN 9 482
8 vi BIN 9 164 BIN 9 503
10 vi BIN 9 165
13 vi BIN 9 236 18 Sunir dEnlil u dNinurta
16 vi BIN 9 153 A 3 i BIN 10 19
28 vi BIN 10 13 7 i BIN 9 305
vii JAOS 98.253.3 iii BIN 9 54
13 vii BIN 9 77 27 iii JCS 19.42 PF 4
15 vii BIN 9 154; LB 1105 B iii BIN 9 13
7 viii BIN 9 297 A 4 iii BIN 9 343
10 viii BIN 9 166 B 19 vi BIN 9 292
12 viii BIN 9 167 26 vi BIN 9 288
14 viii BIN 9 168 27 vi BIN 9 348
7 X BIN 10 271 28 vi BIN 9 504
24 xi BIN 9 149,173 xii BIN 9 70
25 xi BIN 9 505 xiii BIN 9 79
xii BIN 9 235, 465 8 xiii BIN 9 179
1 xii BIN 9 210 A 16 BIN 10 20
3 xii BIN 9 141 B BIN 9 503
7 xii BIN 9 205
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION l§bi-Erra 49
19
20
bad Isbi-Erra-rim-Enlil iii BIN 9 245, 507
B 8 i BIN 9 356 18 V BIN 10 273
15 i BIN 9 36 26 vi BIN 9 440
17 i BIN 9 347 vii BIN 10 132
23 i BIN 10 127 16 vii BIN 9 428
ii BIN 9 46, 443 17 vii BIN 9 5
5 ii BIN 9 344 ix BIN 9 510
6 ii BIN 9 345 25 X BIN 10 21
10 ii BIN 9 346 xii BIN 9 252 "
11 ii BIN 9 350 LB 1942
12 ii BIN 9 362
17 ii BIN 9 216, 351 21 ussa Ninmeanki
30 ii BIN 9 432 A iii BIN 9 83
5 iii BIN 9 244 iv BIN 9 489
7-8 iii BIN 10 76 29 iv BIN 9 435
24 iii BIN 9 177 V BIN 9 86
V BIN 9 59 30 V BIN 9 448, 449
14 V BIN 9 174 vi BIN 9 8,14, 535
27 V BIN 10 128 5 vi BIN 9 7
vi BIN 9 64,114,128 6 vi BIN 10 22
5 vi BIN 9 12 17 vi BIN 9 3
7 vi BIN 10 129 vii BIN 9 9
20 vi BIN 9 404 22 vii BIN 9 383
27 vi BIN 9 398 be BIN 9 33
vii BIN 9 103 26 ix BIN 10 274
16 vii BIN 9 382 X BIN 9 10
30 vii BIN 10 130 25 X BIN 9 439
viii BIN 9 126; BIN 10 68 6 xi BIN 9 412
8 ix BIN 9 178 xii BIN 10 23
21 ix BIN 9 410 2 xii BIN 9 424
22 ix BIN 9 384 22 xii BIN 10 275
28 be BIN 10 131 29 xii BIN 9 401
X MCS 5 117 (n. 3) xiii BIN 9 4
19 X BIN 9 422 12 xiii BIN 10 133
24 X BIN 9 434
xi BIN 9 63, 82 22 egizianna indS-e i-p£d
6 xi BIN 9 249 B BIN 10 146-148
15 xi BIN 9 250 i BIN 9 11, 442
30 xi BIN 9 251 13 i BIN 9 15
xii BIN 9 248, 474 28 i AIA108
29 i BIN 9 446
Ninmeanki, Sunir dInanna ii BIN 9 25, 26; BIN 10
A i BIN 9 6,455 24-26
B ii BIN 9 120, 512 10 ii BIN 9 485; BIN 10 134
18 ii BIN 9 406 13 ii BIN ? 451
50 l§bi-Erra
16 ii BIN 10135
iii BIN 9 1, 211
11 iii BIN 10 136
12 iii BIN 9 376, 377
iv BIN 9 2; JAOS 
98.253.5; BIN 10 27, 
196
6 iv BIN 9 363; AIA 103-
14 iv BIN 10 137
16 iv BIN 10 138
28 iv BIN 9 72
V BIN 10 28-30,147
vi BIN 9 198
8 v i. BIN 9 200
vii BIN 9 113,117
7 vii BIN 9 396
20-26 ix BIN 10 139
X BIN 10 31
3 X BIN 10 140
18 X BIN 10 141
xi BIN 9 20, 22, 314; BIN 
10143
18 xi BIN 10 142
xii BIN 10 32
5 xii BIN 10 144
7 xii BIN 10 145
10 xii BIN 9 518
23 nin-dingir dLugal-marda
23 i BIN 10 149
27 i BIN 9 532
i BIN 9 185, 534
25 ii MCS 5 119 n. 5
iii BIN 9 101,184
15 iii BIN 9 281
iv BIN 9 468
23 iv BIN 10 150
5 V BIN 9 105
vi BIN 9 109, 471
7 vi BIN 9 402
vii BIN 9 61
4? vii BIN 9 394
16 vii BIN 10 151
5 viii BIN 9 365
ix BIN 9 47; BIN 10 33
ISIN YEAR NAMES
X BIN 9 80,107,124
xi BIN 9 18
xii BIN 9 91; BIN 10 34
en dEnlilla
A i BIN 9 99
B 21 ii BIN 9 417
1 iii TLB 3175
16 iii BIN 9 415
iv NBC 7178
7 vi BIN 10 35
vii BIN 9 479
viii BIN 9 95
6 viii BIN 9 131
ix BIN 9 50, 90, 92, 93, 94
X BIN 9 108
xiii BIN 10 152
^guza Mra dNinurta
B ii BIN 9 57, 97, 375, 501;
BIN 10 36
3 ii BIN 10 153
10 ii BIN 9 445
11 ii BIN 10 154
17 ii BIN 9 429
iii BIN 9 413, 425
7 iii BIN 10 155
23 iv BIN 10 37
24 iv BIN 9 104
30 iv BIN 10 38
26 V BIN 10 156
vi BIN 9 278
vii BIN 9 112; BIN 10 69
4 vii BIN 9 313
25 vii BIN 9 298
viii BIN 9 106, 499; BIN
10 39
13 viii BIN 9 287
21 viii BIN 10 157
ix BIN 9 84; BIN 10 163
9 ix BIN 9 524
19 ix BIN 10 158
25 X BIN 9 498
xi JAOS 98.254.6
xii BIN 9 102,116
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION l§bi-Erra 51
5 xii BIN 9 371
14 xii BIN 9 268
, BIN 9 433
BIN 9 42, 506, 421; 
BIN 10 159
26 Elam §a Uri^-ma im-ta-en
A 11 i BIN 9 270
B 27 i Ancient Orient 
Museum III, 42
1 1 iv BIN 10 160
28 V BIN 9 400
13 vii BIN 9 290
viii BIN 10 40
4 viii BIN 9 100
15 viii BIN 9 395
ix BIN 9 393; AIA 100
5 ix BIN 9 373
X BIN 9 81; MCS 5.120 
n. 6
17 X BIN 9 271
xi BIN 9 123; JCS 19 p. 
43 pf 5
22 xi BIN 9 282
26 xi BIN 9 275
xii BIN 9 40, 65
6 xii BIN 9 359
14 xii BIN 9 301; JCS 19, 49
ussa Elam Sa t)rikI-ma im-ta-en
A 29 i BIN 9 370
iii BIN 9 407
23 iii BIN 9 414
24 iii BIN 9 391
5 iv BIN 9 411
vi BIN 10 41
vii BIN 9 119,146;
X BIN 10 77
xi BIN 9 322
^guza dNinlilla
B i BIN 9 111, 500
20 ii BIN 10 161
6 iii JCS 19 p. 42 pf 3
1 iv BIN 9 255






3 iv BIN 9 303
vii BIN 9 239; BIN 10 42
ix BIN 10 163
11 ix BIN 9 246
22 ix BIN 9 265
5 xi BIN 10 162
xii BIN 9 266, 278, 501,
288; BIN 10 43
^guza dNanna dNingal
B V BIN 9 263
viii BIN 9 499
BIN 9 181
nin-dingir dNinkilim
ii BIN 9 19, 21, 23, 24
Uriki kidurba bin-<ge>-en
ii BIN 9 523
nin-dingir dLugalirra
B iv BIN 9 192
12 iv NBC 4950
22 iv NBC 4902
xi BIN 9 151; NBC 4909
6467
2 xi LB 1101
22 xi LB 1125
xii BIN 9 509
xii LB 1101
3 xiii NBC 4930
4 xiii NBC 4927
16 xiii NBC 4929
ussa nin-■dingir dLugalgirra
A i BIN 9 227
3 i NBC 4906
6 i BIN 9 530
8 i BIN 9 219
22 i LB 1109
24 i BIN 9 199
27 i NBC 4951
ii BIN 9 529
14 ii NBC 4928
15 ii NBC 4943
iii BIN 9 193
52 l§bi-Erra ISIN YEAR NAMES
6 iii BIN 9 339 11 ix BIN 9 490
11 iii BIN 9 349 18 ix JAOS 98.252.9
15 ii i BIN 9 224; SET 291 30 ix BIN 10 45
23 iii LB 1988 X BIN 9 129; BIN 10 47,
iv BIN 10 44 48
2 iv NBC 4903 8 xi NBC 4914
7 iv NBC 4947 11 xi BIN 9 206
11 iv NBC 5229 15 xi BIN 9 470
18 iv BIN 9 311 21 xi BIN 9 228
V BIN 9 528 24 xi BIN 9 226
4 V BIN 10 197,198, 200 30 xii BIN 9 37
10 V BIN 10 199 xiii BIN 9 472; BIN 10 85,
12 V BIN 10 201 204
22 V BIN 10 202 4 xiii MCS 5 121 n. 7
24 V JAOS 98.252.8 25 xiii BIN 10 165
30 V BIN 9 367 27 xiii BIN 9 187
vi NBC 4904
10 vi BIN 10 203 Unplaced:
v ii JCS 20.40.5 ^ g u za mah dEn-[ ]
v iii NBC 4910 v ii JAOS 98.254.7
ix BIN 9 531; BIN 10 46,
164
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Su-ili§u 53
Su-ilisu
Su-ilisu lugal
B 6 i BIN 10166
ii BIN 10 86
18 iii BIN 9 289
iv BIN 10 49
3 iv BIN 9 416
10 iv BIN 9 191
11 iv BIN 9 467
vi BIN 9 310; BIN 10 
167,168
vii BIN 10 50
17 vii BIN 10 169
3 viii BIN 9 203
11 ix BIN 9 260
18 ix BIN 9 418
19 ix BIN 9 341
X BIN 9 182, 452; BIN 
10 51,52
12 X BIN 9 201
15 X BIN 9 229
16 X BIN 9 202
14 xi BIN 9 264 
BIN 9 289
^Sunir dNanna
B 16 i JAOS 98.255.10
ii BIN 9 517; BIN 10 86
14 ii BIN 9 405
23 iii BIN 9 368
21 iv BIN 9 215
vii BIN 10 170
10 ix BIN 9 328
30 ix BIN 9 286, 521
13 xi BIN 10 171
nin-dingir dNinurta
B 2 i BIN 9 293
9 i BIN 9 379
13 i BIN 9 419
22 i BIN 9 388
30 i BIN 10 205
ii JAOS 98.255.11
1 iii BIN 9 444
10 iii BIN 9 16
24 iii BIN 9 220
29 iii BIN 10 172
iv LB 1948
16 iv BIN 9 234, 366, 519
18 iv BIN 9 423
V BIN 9 520
13 V JAOS 98.256.12
5 V BIN 9 381
13 V BIN 9 380
14 V BIN 9 222
vi BIN 9 121,122
3 vi BIN 9 221
6 vi BIN 9 232 
LB 1948
4 [ ]
5 ^guza An u Inanna
B X JCS 28,237:1
6 bad Isin $u-ilisu-rim-Estar
7 ^guza bara dNin-isin
8 magur mah dNinurta
B LB 1103,1121
JAOS 98.252.C
9 ^guza bara dNingal
10 ussa ^guza bara dNingal
54 Iddin-Dagan ISIN YEAR NAMES
Iddin-Dagan
1 Iddin-Dagan lugal 
A Matumniatum lugal AnSan ba-tuk 
B JCS 24 17; NBC 6418;
RA 33, 24
B ussa Matumniatum lugal AnSan ba- 
tuk
A JCS 19 56
C nin-dingir dISkur 
D ussa nin-dingir dISkur 
E en dInanna 
F alam gula dNinisin 
G ussa alam gula dNinisin
H nin-dingir dNin-kilim
8 ix TIM 9101
I ^guza bcira dISkur Ennigi^ 
iv YOS 4 313
J ussa s^guza bdra dKkur Ennigiki 
K en dInanna
JCS 28 238
L ^guza dublamah dNanna
M ussa ^guza dublamah dNanna 
JCS 24 19
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION
1 Isme-Dagan lugal 
A en dNanna 







C ussa en dNanna mussabi
i  YOS 14 314
D 4 kam en dNanna
E en dEnlil, ni-kag
iii UET 5 281 
vii UET 5 280
K alam
L uruduguza mah
M alam dNinurta, eSda mah
N nin dNinurta
1 v ii YOS 14 312
F ^guza bdra egagi^ua
V UET 5 278
X UET 5 279
G ^gigir mah
O ussa nin dNinurta
ix  YOS 14 316
P en dInanna
JCS 28 238: 2
56 Lipit-EStar ISIN YEAR NAMES
Lipit-Estar
1 Lipit-Estar lugal E Id’ u kiengi kiuri
A ni-si-sd
14 xi Y O S14 315
B Uri^ ki-be bingia
ii  YOS 14 317
C ^guza Ninisin
D id dNinki
vi UET 5 778; Iraq 15 
109
F ussa Id’ u kiengi kiuri
G Enninsunzi en dNingubalag
JCS 28 237, 3; 4
H s^apin
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Ur-Ninurta 57
Ur-Ninurta
1 Ur-Ninurta lugal
A 1&’ u gun gu-ba bf-fl
xii A R N 1
B Md Imgur-Sin
x ARN 2
C ussa btid Imgur-Sin
D ussa bad Imgur-Sin mussabi
E 4 kam bad Imgur-Sin
iv  Kisurra41
F sunir dEnlil
V Belleten 26 p.36
G a-gar a-ta im-ta-en
YOS 14 318
H ussa a-gar a-ta im-ta-en
I ussa a-g£r a-ta im-ta-en  ussabi
7 X Microfiche archives I 
A 1
58 Bur-Sfn ISIN YEAR NAMES
1 Bur-Sin lugal
26 vi UET 5 447






x PBS 81 4
xii PBS 81 2; YOS 14 320
D uruduki-lugal-gub
xii2 PBS 81 3
E mitum sag-3
Isin, 96
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Lipit-Enlil /  Erra-lmitti 59
1 Lipit-Enlil lugal
20 iv 5 NT 109 
V 4 NT 115
viii TIM 5 24
A pisan Sugubba
B ussa pisan Sugubba
iv BIN 7 60
Lipit-Enlil
C Sunir dEnlil
D ussa Sunir dEnlil
iv BIN 7 59
vi OECT 8 20
vii ARN 5 
ix 5 NT 418
1 Erra-imitti lugal
A ni-si-sd in-gar
V PBS 81 20
B Nibru^ ki-be bi-in-glj-a 
iv PBS 81 19
Haverford Symposium 
10
C ussa Nibru^ ki-be bi-in-gij-a
Erra-imitti
Kisurra ba-hul
A 14 vi 4 NT 82
ix ARN 6
B xii PBS 82 103
E b^d Kazallu ba-hul 
F bad g^n-[ ]
Enlil-bani
60 Enlil-bani ISIN YEAR NAMES
1 Enlil-bani lugal H alam kugi dNanaia
vi PBS 82 106
ix PBS 81 8 I Emezida dEnki
29 ii A 30 616
A erin dumu Isin Su in-ne-bar 22 vii NBC 11 220
vi PBS 81 9 25 ix A 30 665
10 x Microfiche archives I 4 xii A 30 615
A 3-4 xi PBS 82 107
B Enkiag-dInanna en dInanna 5 ix A  30 619
iv ARN10
J ^guza dEnki
C Nibru ki-be gi4-a vi ARN 8
xii2 BIN 7 215
K ^guza dUtu
D lagar dEnlil
iii TIM 4 13 L s^guza bdra dNanna
xii ARN 9 8 iii NBC 11.190
1 viii 5 NT 90
E ^§u-lu dEnlil 7 viii A 30 617
iii TIM 4 27 8 viii NBC 11 277
vi YOS 14 321 10 viii NBC 11188
vii RA 73, 64
M a-S& a-gar mu-un-bal
F 3 urudualam dNinurta Belleten 26 ‘
iii BIN 7 61
iv RA 14 152; ARN 7 N Nin-x-x
G alam kugi dNinurta O xx-dKal-x
vi JAOS 36, 34-36 V ARN 11
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Zambia /  Iter-pisa /  Urdukuga 61
Zambia
1 Zambia lugal
viii PBS 81 11
ix OLZ 1907 col. 386
A 5 alam dInanna u Nanaia
iv BIN 7 62; JCS 3 p.7
iv YOS 14 332
Iter-pisa
1 Iterpisa lugal
28 iii PBS 13 4
viii YOS 14 326 
X BE 201 49
Microfiche Archives I 
n. 46
A lilieS dUtu dInanna Zabalam^ 
iii? ARN12 
V YOS 14 325
B dEnlil Nibru*




B 2 Sunir dNanna dUtu
ix YOS 14 317
A fd/mgw/--Ninisin mu-bal 
21 i PBS 81 10
C Etuskigarra e dDagan
TIM 4 11
62 Sfn-magir ISIN YEAR NAMES
Sin-magir
1 Sin-magir lugal
A bad gal 6Sin-magir madana galgal 
iii YOS 14 328 
RA 26 112
CHRONOLOGICAL CLASSIFICATION Damiq-ili§u 63
Damiq-ilisu
1 Damiq-ilisu lugal
B iii BIN 7 63
4 lumah dNinisin i-pad
B vi PBS 81 15
X ARN15
xii BeUeten 26, 41; TIM 4
18
5 ldDamiq-ilisu mu-bal
B vi Berkeley, Lowie
Museum 9-2840 
viii RA 45,107 
X RA 73, 80
xiii BIN 7, 65; YOS 14, 329
6 ussafdDamiq-ilisu mu-bal




B 21 vi UM 29-15-941
viii PBS 81 12
9 ussa Edikukalamma e-dUtu
A JCS 31 37
10 Sunir dISkur u dInanna
B
11 ussa Sunir dKkur ii dInanna
A i TIM 416,8
X ARN14
Belleten 26 40
12 ussa Sunir dEkur u dInanna m ussabi
A  xii TIM 4 23
13 bad gal Isiii
B ii PBS 81 16
21 xi PBS 81 13
xii TIM 4 12
14 ussa bad gal Isin
A iii BIN 7 64; ARN 13
V PBS 81 18 
xi RA 73 77b 
RT 23 93
15 ussa bad gal Isin mussabi
A xi RA 73 77b
nin-dingir dDamu
A B i BIN 7 69
V BIN 7 70
xi BIN 7 68
nin--dingir dI§kur
B B iv BIN 7 67
egizianna ba-fl
C B iii BIN 7 71

